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Overview 

This document identifies MAE’s current listservs and their configurations. These settings can be changed at any time by 
the current list owners, Jenn Widdis, Jeff Addo, and Diane Lo. For additional administrative support, please contact 
listhelp@Princeton.EDU. 

MAE listservs 

MAE currently has six active listservs: 

MAE-supportstaff@princeton.edu 
MAE_faculty@princeton.edu MAE-
MAE-RSCHGroup@princeton.edu 
MAE_emeriti@princeton.edu MAE-
MAE-GradAll@princeton.edu 
Mae_All@princeton.edu 

All lists, except for RSCHGroup, are private and can only be joined via invitation. The settings can be changed by 
an owner by visiting lists.princeton.edu and logging in with a University NetID. MAE_All is used to send to all the 
lists.  

Adding a new subscriber 
1. Log in to lists.princeton.edu  and select List Management > and then Subscriber Management.
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2. Select the appropriate list. Under Add New Subscriber, type in the email address of the person you’d like to add,
and then click the Add button. In this example, we’ll use MAE-SupportStaff.
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3. A notification will appear that the person has been added to the list. They’ll also receive an email with
instructions how to use the listserv and a copy will be delivered to your inbox.

(*In this case, jc38 was already subscribed so a new notification was not re-sent). 
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List Configurations 

The list configuration settings below are accessible by selecting List Management > List Configuration >List 
Configuration Wizard and selecting the appropriate tab.  

Error Handing and auto-removing subscribers 

All three lists are set to auto-remove subscribers if the listserv receives an email bounce 4 times or if it bounces 4 days. 
Meanwhile, the probe option sets the number of days to send a message if their email system isn’t receiving messages 
well.  

These settings can be adjusted by going to List Management > List Configuration >List Configuration Wizard and 
selecting the Error Handling Tab.  

Adjusting Replies 
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The listserv reply settings are found under the Distribution tab. They can be changed to reply to the entire list, sender, 
both, none, or specify.  

MAE Faculty, Staff, and RSCHGroup are set to reply to sender. To have replies go to specific addresses, select specify, 
and enter the email addresses in the Specify Address separated by semi-colons.  Then, click Save. 
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Adding Owners 

1. Go to your List Management Dashboard. Find the list you would like to edit, and select Configure.  

 

 

2. In Complete List Header box on the right hand side, select Edit Manually.  
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3. Find the Owner field and enter an owner’s name. In this case, we’ll add jwiddis@princeton.edu as an owner. 
Make sure to place a comma to separate email addresses.  

 

4. Click on Save, and then Home. 
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Additional settings 

For additional settings, please visit http://www.lsoft.com/resources/manuals.asp or contact listhelp@Princeton.EDU. 
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